
Meteorología:
Weather reports



METAR:
(Meteorological Aerodrome Report)

Aeródromo meteorological report.

Un METAR is a coded message, that indicates the atmospheric
conditions observed in an specific moment. The obtained data of the
meteorological station are located in specific aeródromos. This
message can be updated every the hour.



• Made every hour (duration 60 minutes).
• It has a range of 10 km of radius from the observed point
• Used specially for take-off and landing opperations



Parameters

Tipo de mensaje:
• METAR: rutinary meteorological inform
• SPECI: special information of the weather, caused by a change on the

METAR between an hour.
• AUTO: used when the weather is generated by an ASOS/ AWOS.



Identification Group:

OACI code of an specific airport specified in the METAR.
¿How is this code read?
The OACI code contains 4 letters divided accordingly:

Example:
METAR: MGGT 092000Z 03014KT 9999 SCT020 FEW080 25/13 Q1021 A3015



• The first letter M represents the region where its located the airport,
in this case M is the Mesoamerica region.

• The second letter represents the country where the airport is located.
• The third and fourth letter represent the name of the airport or

department of the country where the airport is located.
Example:
MGGT MPTO MRLB
M Mesoamerica M Mesoamérica M Mesoamérica
G Guatemala P Panama R Costa Rica
GT Guatemala City TO Tocumen LB Liberia



Day and time of publication

Here is expressed the day and time UTC of the emision of the METAR
on the format DDHHMM as example 092000Z indicates, this METAR
was created the day 09 of the month (current) at 20:00 Z or 20:00 UTC.
UTC comes from the meridian of greenwich and the term is Universal
Time coordinated. Every important inform is made on the UTC time.

METAR: MGGT 092000Z 03014KT 9999 SCT020 FEW080 25/13 Q1021 A3015



Direction and wind intensity 

METAR: MGGT 092000Z 03014KT 9999 SCT020 FEW080 25/13 Q1021 A3015
This group provides us the direction an intensity of the wind. The first 3
numbers indicates the direction its comming from and the last 2
indicates the intensity expressed in Knots.
• If somehow the wind is expressed as 00000KT (the wind is calm).
• The direction of the wind is where it’s blowing from so its indicated as

from and not where its going
• If the wind is indicated as VRB08kts the wind direction will be very

light and will be expressed as VRB.



• If the wind direction increases by 60°, the wind direction will be
shown as V as variable example 080V150.

• Its quiet common to find gusts on certain airports. This will be
pressed as G “Gust” followed by the intensity in knots (kts). Example:
02010G16KT.

• Often timer we encounter wind changes in speed and direction this is
• Is commonly known as windshear and this will be expressed on the

METAR as: 18008KT WS



Horizontal Visibility

This group makes reference to the horizontal visibility in meters
expressed in 4 digits. This value is expressed from up to 9’000mts fro a
visibility of 10’000mts or more will be expressed as 9’999, those are
read as:
a) 9’000: 9km
b) 9’999: 10km or more



Actual time

This group will indicate the actual weather and will display 5 main
characteristics
• Intensity
• Descriptor
• Precipitation (if there is one and which type will be indicated at the

beginning)
• Obscuration
• Others







Sky coverage

To describe the cloud coverage METARS use
3 digits to express heigh in thousands of
feet, hundreds of feed.



Example:

METAR: MGGT 092000Z 03014KT 9999 SCT020 FEW080 25/13 Q1021 A3015

SCT020 = Scattered clouds 2,000 feet.
FEW080 = few clouds 8,000 feet.



Example:

BKN008 = broken clouds 800 feet
OVC050 = overcast clouds 5,000 feet
SCT300 = scattered clouds30,000 feet
FEW240= few clouds 24,000 feet.



Temperature and dew point

This group XX/XX will inform us the Temperature/ Dew point.
METAR: MGGT 092000Z 03014KT 9999 SCT020 FEW080 25/13 Q1021 A3015
The first 2 digits (25) will indicate the temperature in Celsius and the second
2 digits (13) the dew point in Celsius aswell.
Dew point is the temperature at which the air must be cooled to become
saturated in other words 100% relative humidity.
If the ambient temperature is to close to the dewpoint there is a highly
possibility to encounter clouds however the dewpoint will NEVER exceed the
temperature



Atmospheric pressure

This group will indicate the air pressure at which the altimeter must be
calibrated so will since the same altitude of the real airport (QNG). This
is expressed as Q: Hectopascals, A: Altimeter, followed by 4 digits

METAR: MGGT 092000Z 03014KT 9999 SCT020 FEW080 25/13 Q1021 A3015



Supplementary information

Here can be arranged certain codes:
NOSIG: no significant changes within the next hour
RMK: remarks, observations
• SLP = Sea level pressure.
• WS = Windshear

o TKOF/LDG (Takeoff/landing)
oRWY (identifier of 2 dígits of the runway and designator L/R/C)



Examples of Cenamer’s METAR

• El Salvador, San Oscar Arnulfo Romero y Galdámez International
Airport:

METAR: MSLP 102050Z 22005KT 180V260 9999 FEW073 31/22 Q1008 A2978
NOSIG

El Salvador international airport, on 10 time 20:50 Zulú, wind 220° at
05 knotos, wind variable from 180° y 260°, visibility 10 km or more, few
clouds at 7’300 feet, temperature 31°, dew point 22° QNH 1008
altimeter 2978”, no significant changes within one hour.



• Toncontín, Honduras International airport:
METAR: MHTG 102200Z 02010KT 8000 VCSH FEW008 BKN028 22/17 Q1018 A3006

Toncontin international airport on 10 at 22:00Z wind 020 at 10 knots 8
km of visibility showers at the vicinity of the airport, few clouds at 800
feet, broken clouds at 2’800 feet, Temperature 22°, Dew point 17° QNH
1018, Altimeter 3006



• Juan Santamaria Costa Rica International airport:
METAR: MROC 052200Z 08018G30KT 060V120 CAVOK 25/15 A2987

Juan Santamaria airport on 05 22:00Z wind 080 at 18kts gust 30kts,
variable between 060° to 120°, ceiling and visibility OK, temperature
25°, dew point 15° altimeter 2987.



• Aeropuerto internacional Tocumen, PANAMA:
MPTO 202100Z 34012KT 9999 SCT018 30/20 Q1007

Aeropuerto internacional Tocumen día 20 hora 21:00 Zulú, vientos 340°
a 12 nudos, visibilidad 10 km o mas, nubes dispersas a 1,800 pies,
temperatura 30° Celsius, 20° de punto de rocío, QNH 1007
hectopascales (milibares).
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